
 

  

Prudent water management is 

now an essential component of 

any organization’s sustainability 

strategy. 

 

If water is an essential input to 

your products, your risks from 

unmanaged water resources 

are high.  

 

Mapping the embedded water 

content of your products and 

processes can help save 

operational costs. 

Business Risks of Unmanaged Water 

Water is essential to the manufacture, delivery 

and use of virtually all products and services. 

The uncertainty associated with water 

availability, consumption patterns, and impacts 

on ecosystems and local communities in which 

businesses operate, makes water a key risk 

category. If you haven't mapped your water 

risks yet, you may be running the risk of 

increased costs from unmanaged water 

resources, adverse social responsibility 

impacts, lost branding opportunities, competitive 

disadvantage, and more. 

 

Realize the Profits in Water Savings 

AcquaSolve enables organizations to 

transform their enterprise water accounting 

needs into measurable metrics and trackable 

processes. Whether your need to make the 

shift to more sustainable enterprise water 

accounting is driven by legislation, 

voluntary/mandated reporting, brand 

differentiation, competitive differentiators, 

risk mitigation, or stakeholder concerns, 

AcquaSolve provides an automated way to 

easily tackle these challenges. 

 

 

 

Key Features 
 
 
Software as a Service 
 
Creates a single repository 
of water-related data 
across the enterprise 
 
Scalable to multiple users 
and locations 
 
Full audit trail for 
compliance 
 
Role-based access 
 
Supplier engagement 
 
Covers blue, green, and 
grey water footprints 
 
Benchmark and set targets 
to track performance  
 
Analytics and forecasting 
 
Data validation and quality 
controls 
 
Integration with existing 
systems, smart meters and 
utility bills 

 

AcquaSolve  
                                                                                                              Measure. Manage. Mitigate. 

Every drop counts. 



 

Mitigate regulatory, 

financial, and reputational 

risks 

 

Identify hotspots and cost 

reduction opportunities 

 

ACHIEVE 

SUSTAINABILITY 

Reduce the impacts from 

unmanaged water 

resources 

 

CORPORATE 

SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY 

Track and exceed 

performance goals 

 

 

 

 

For more information on 

any of our products or 

services, please visit us at: 

www.acquasolve.com 

 

Every drop counts. 

Getting a handle on your water usage data and attaining 

business intelligence from AcquaSolve can provide you 

with important benefits. 

 

• Identify opportunities to reduce water 

consumption and costs. 

• Mitigate the risks of non-compliance with 

regulatory, industry, or corporate policies. 

• Manage stakeholder expectations through a 

comprehensive corporate responsibility 

strategy. 

• Leverage socially responsible branding backed 

by quantifiable metrics. 

• Build and sustain competitive advantage. 

AcquaSolve is a software as a service 

(SaaS) offering. 

 

All you need is an internet browser, and 

your user name and password to access 

the system. 

 

No software to be installed or maintained 

at your site.  


